OMV Aviation.
Welcome to the business class of supply security.
OMV – Your success is our drive.

OMV is an international integrated company producing and marketing oil and gas, innovative energy and high-end petrochemical solutions.

One company. Two pillars.

With our Upstream and Downstream units, we stand on two strong pillars, allowing us to work with an integrated and balanced portfolio. This ensures financial resilience and high supply security for our customers. What is more, the regional proximity of our three refineries in Schwechat (Austria), Burghausen (Germany) and Petrobrazi (Romania) allows us to operate them as one integrated refining system throughout Europe to focus on logistic optimizations and flexible delivery methods.

More than 20,000 employees are giving their best for an energy for a better life – across the globe, every day.

Our approach – in every dimension.

We pledge to conduct our business responsibly by creating long-term value for our customers and the society, protecting the environment and aiming to be an employer of choice.

Our sustainability commitments.

- **Health, Safety, Security and Environment**: Proactive risk management in all our activities.
- **Carbon Efficiency**: Climate change mitigation and responsible resource management.
- **Innovation**: Optimizing production, developing new energy solutions and embracing digital technologies.
- **Employees**: Building and retaining a talented expert team with a focus on gender equality and internationality.
- **Business Principles & Social Responsibility**: Upholding equally high ethical standards at all locations.

Our strive for innovation & technology.

We are constantly investing in new solutions and exploring technologies for delivering affordable and carbon-efficient products.

- **Our digital journey**: Emerging technologies ensure optimal use of digital and analog data in machine controls for increased efficiency and availability.
- **Initiatives**: Big data, analytics, and Internet of Things are already changing the way we run our business.
- **Investment**: Investment of 500 mn to become a digital leader in our field.

---

### Upstream

- **Production**
  - 5 core regions
    - Central Eastern Europe
    - Middle East and Africa
    - North Sea
    - Russia
    - Asia-Pacific
- **Production growth**
  - 1.27 bn boe proved oil and gas reserves
  - 2.16 bn boe proved and probable reserves
  - 180% reserves replacement rate
  - 427 kboe/d oil and gas production
  - 156 mn boe total oil and gas production

### Downstream

- **Oil**
  - 3 refineries
    - Austria
    - Germany
    - Romania
  - 17.8 mn t refining capacity
  - ~ 2,100 filling stations
  - Refining and selling of fuels and petrochemical products.

- **Gas**
  - Positioned at the center of Europe’s transmission network.
  - Long-term reliable partnerships with Europe’s major suppliers.

### Awarded quality

- **Our refineries have been honored**
  - For their high performance and quality by the Solomon studies, which benchmark refineries worldwide.
- **ReOil®**: Circular plastics project recycling plastic into synthetic crude.
- **Co-Processing**: A key biogas technology for enabling higher sustainability of fuels.
OMV Aviation – more than just fuel.

We have extensive international experience in the aviation business. Our strong regional refining presence and the fact that we cover the entire supply chain with our own resources make us a major jet supplier in CEE. From integrated production to storage and logistics to into-plane delivery – with our high supply security we support you in keeping up with current and future challenges. With OMV Aviation you always have a reliable partner at your side.

The whole supply chain in one hand.

Regional resources for traveling the world.

Whether Vienna, Munich or Bucharest – our kerosine is produced virtually next door at an OMV refinery. A pipeline delivers it directly to the airport fuel storage tanks – clean, fast and safe. Even part of the crude oil comes from the region. In Austria and Romania the oilfields are directly connected to our refineries by pipeline, ensuring eco-friendly and highly efficient transport of the produced oil. This also enables us to monitor jet quality seamlessly from the refinery to the plane which reduces the risk of contamination during the transport. Everything from a single source – this guarantees short transport routes and thereby high supply security.

Facing the challenges of tomorrow.

The market is shaped by a multitude of drivers. They all are influencing the development of the industry. With OMV as a partner, you are on the safe side. We support you in keeping up with current and future challenges.

The increasing number of flights worldwide requires constantly growing amounts of fuel.

Growing demand and limited transportation and storage capacities put further pressure on supply security.

Digitalizing the process from refueling to invoicing and payment demands major efforts by the industry.
The little things that make the big difference.

We have set ourselves high standards in everything we do. Thus, collaborating with us means more than just being supplied with high quality products and services. As Jet is a standardized product, it is our perfect supply chain, the flexible delivery methods and our service approach that really set us apart. In short, it’s the high supply security and the professional services of OMV Aviation you can trust.

Your benefits at a glance.

**Supply security**
- Own refinery network to optimize product flow
- Covering the entire supply chain with own resources
- Supply and logistics flexibility to cover short-term challenges
- Strong pipeline infrastructure ensuring sourcing flexibility and reliability

**Easy to do business with**
- Single point of contact
- Fast decision making due to consolidated expertise
- Digital, easy and fast processes (E-Ticketing, XML, Electronic Signature)

**Industry professional**
- More than 50 years of experience in aviation
- Industry experts with a deep understanding of OMV’s core markets in terms of production, supply and logistics
- JIG-awarded into-plane provider for sustained performance

**Quality products**
- Operational excellence for into-plane services & tank farms
- State-of-the-art refineries and supply chain
- Services and products delivered under highest HSSE standards

**Competitive conditions**
- Transparent tender process and pricing
- International quotation-based prices
- Equity production with short distances to OMV’s core airports

Looking for the perfect flight? It’s all in your hands.